. Prof. Luciano Gualberto, travessa 3, 158 -CEP: 05508-900-SP Fone: +55 1 1 381 8-53 10 FAX:+55 1 1 3818-5585 -São Paulo-Brasil http://sirn.lme.usp.br E-mail: joycemm@lme.usp.br; jramirezlme.usp.br ABSTRACT Several applications of silicon microstructures in areas such as neurobiology and electrophysiology have been stimulating the development of microsystems with the objective of mechanical support to monitor and control several parameters in cell cultures. In this work a multi-microelectrode arrays was fabricated over a glass plate to obtain the growth of neuronal cell monitoring their behavior during cell development. To identify the neuron core and axon an approach for implementation of edge detectors algorithms associated to images is described. The necessity of efficient and reliable algorithms for image processing and interpretation is justified by its large field of applications in several areas as well as medicine, robotics, cellular biology, computational vision and pattern recognition. In this work, it is investigated the adequacy of some edge detectors algorithms such as Canny, Marr-Hildreth. Some alterations in those methods are propose to improve the identification of both cell core and axonal growth measure. We compare the operator to edge detector proposed by Canny, Marr-Hildreth operator and application of Hough Transform. For evaluation of algorithms adaptations, we developed a method for automatic cell segmentation and measurement. Our goal is to find a set of parameters defining the location ofthe objects to compare the original and processed images.
INTRODUCTION
Several applications of silicon microstructures in areas such as neurobiology and electrophysiology have been stimulating the development of microsystems with the objective of mechanical support to monitor and control several parameters in cell cultures. In this work a multi-microelectrode arrays was fabricated over a glass plate to obtain the growth of neuronal cell monitoring their behavior during cell development.
In this cases edge detection is a appropriate operation to identify the neuron core and axon. The reason for this is that edges form the outline of an object. An edge is the boundary between an object and the background and indicates the boundary between overlapping objects. This means that ifthe edges in an image can be identified accurately, the objects characterized by these edges can be located and properties like shape, perimeter, in some cases even distance, can be measured. Since technical vision involves the identification and classification of objects in an image, edge detection is an essential tool.
Technically edges are places in the image with strong intensity contrast. Since edge often occur at image locations representing objet boundaries, edge detection is extensively used in image segmentation when we want to divide the image into areas corresponding to different objects. Representing an image by its edge has the further advantage that the amount of data is reduced significantly retaining most ofthe image information. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] A succinct review of the more significant approaches of edge detectors available today permit to indicate the next techniques as the most representative way to pre-process an image. For For evaluation of algorithms adaptations, we develop a method for automatic cell segmentation and measurement. Our goal is to find a set of parameters defining the location of the objects to compare the original and processed images.
METHODOLOGY
A general problem for edge detection is sensitivity to noise, because in the border detection it is possible to localize changes of intensity where edge doesn't exist. Therefore the degree of success of an edge detector depends on its ability to precision locate the true edges. Another problem comes from the sharp intensity transitions, that it indicates that the edge are shape owed of their high frequency components. As consequence, any smoothing or linear filtering are necessary since the edge detection depends on the differentiation the image function.
Although this problem is addressed in the Canny and Man operators by convoluting the image with smoothing operator (Gaussian) before calculating the derivative it was necessary we use a medium filter to brighten up the noises.
The effect of Gaussian smoothing is to blur an image, the degree of smoothing is determined by the standard deviation, where the larger standard deviation Gaussians require larger convolution kernels in order to be accurately represented.
One of the main justifications for using the Gaussian as a smoothing filter is due to its frequency response. Most convolution -base smoothing filter act as lowpass frequency filters. This means that their effect is to remove low spatial frequency components from an image.
CANNY EDGE DETECTOR
The Canny edge detector arises from the earlier work of Man and Hildreth, who were concerned with modeling the early stage of human visual perception. The algorithm performs the smoothed of image by a two dimensional Gaussian function. The width is specified by a user parameter. We approximated a two dimensional convolution by two one dimensional Gaussians, one aligned with the x-axis, the other the y-axis, because two dimensional convolution with large Gaussian takes a long time. After that it is normalized the gradient, combining the x and y directional derivatives. The next step is apply a tracking process where exhibits hysteresis . The hysteresis threshold serve to connect the contour points. There are two parameter, the "low threshold" and "high threshold". All points with a magnitude greater than high threshold are declared "points of contour". All points with a magnitude less than low threshold are rejected. The points that are between low threshold and high threshold are connected. The thresholds are set according to the amount of noise in the image, which is determined by a noise estimation procedure. This hysteresis helps to ensure that noisy edges are not broken up into multiples edge fragments.
Finally, apply interpolation to find the pixels where the norms of gradient are local maximal. By interpolation of the surrounding discrete grad values, the gradient magnitudes are calculated at the neighborhood boundary in both directions perpendicular to the center pixel. A local maximum occurs at a peak in the gradient function, or alternatively where the derivative ofthe gradient function is set to zero.
The thinning of the edge is an important step, all points that are not local maximal along a line pointing in the direction of the gradient are removed.
The problem found in this algorithm is that marks a point as an edge if its amplitude is large than that of its neighbors without checking that the differences between this point and its neighbors are higher than what is expected for random noise. That does with the algorithm is more sensitive to weak edge, and this turns it more susceptible to the false and unstable boundaries whenever is an insignificant change ofthe intensity Summarizing, in Canny three optimality criteria are as follows:
GOOD DETECTION
In the case of write Gaussian noise, the probability of false detection decreases with increasing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR at an edge point is:
where f(x) denotes the optimal operator, G(x) denotes the edge and n0 is the root-mean-squared value of the noise. It is assumed that the optimal filter has a finite pulse response bounded by [-cc].
GOOD LOCALIZATION This criterion is expressed as the inverse of position variance of maximum of the filter response about the correct location. A Taylor series expansion ofthe filter output yields the mean-squared value ofthe deviation E[x]:
Localization is defined as the reciprocal de E[x]:
wheref'(x) is the derivative off(x).
LOW MULTIPLE RESPONSE
Designed to minimize the number of spurious maximal within the operator's spatial spread. The expression for the distance between adjacent maximal ofthe filter output in response to noise is Xiax fixing the constant k to be as large as possible results in the distance between spurious maximal being as great as possible. [12, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] MARR HILDRETH EDGE DETECTOR
In the seventies, the theory of Marr concluded from experiments neurophysiological that the border of the objects is the most important data to unite the image of intensities with its interpretation. The edge detectors that existed in that time were based on the convolution with very small masks and they only worked on certain images. Its main disadvantage was its dependence of the sizes of the objects and its sensibility to noises.
After this time Man and Hildreth proposed the spatial coincidence assumption which led to the idea of multi-scale edge analysis. They observed significant intensity changes occur at different scales with an image. The conclusion was that optimal detection would requires the use of a filter that operates ate several different scale. They had concluded then that the edge maps of the different scales each contained important information about physically significant phenomena. That is to say the change of intensity of an image due to an only physically phenomena will happen when the border this present in several different scales. Even, to produce the intensity change in a same region, the border has to be present an only scale, then considered two independent physically phenomena. It is important to stand out that this supposition is based on the intuition.
The advantaged of the Marr Hildreth detector is that it always produces closed contours. However, this method doesn't localize edges as well as the second directional derivative in regions where the edge is highly curved.
Using derivatives on a real sampled image is always sensitive due to the noise that is always present, the Man Hildreth algorithm becomes even more sensitive because ofit's use the second derivative.
The crucial point is as calculating second derivative in a robust way. A possibility is to smooth the image first (to reduce the noise) and later to calculate the second derivative. However to reduce the effects of noise the derivative is usually combined with a Gaussian filter.
Summarizing, the Marr Hildreth algorithm can be implemented in the following way:
(1) Convoluting a image with a two-dimensional Gaussian to reduce the effects of image noise. The Gaussian operator is given by
[2a (2) Compute the second derivative of the image intensities using second derivative differential operator such as the This is an orientation independent operator and its scale is given by .
MODIFIED MARR HILDRETH
In this implementation we used ourselves a way that allows to use the information of the first derivative under a selective criterion to reject undesirable contours caused by noise.
This criterion allows that stays the contours where the gradient is " wide enough " allowing to remove the undesirable contours, while it maintains the closed contours ofthe original algorithm. We observed that after the experiments, we obtain better results to maintain the shut contours when the value of the magnitude gradient is larger than the threshold. We defined that the very small contours would be despised.
Therefore it can define the edges as being the zero crossing of the second derivative. The value of the magnitude gradient of a border is defined as maximum value of the magnitude gradient of two neighboring pixels and the contour is a group of all connected edges. The medium value of the magnitude of a contour defined as the average gradient magnitude on the contours. The length of a contour equals the number of edges.
It is difficult to find the number of interesting and uninteresting contours in an image because the data varies greatly with the type of image and the amount of noise.
Then it is necessary to limit the following properties:
. The maximum magnitude value of the gradient . The length of a contour (Mostly to be combined with some other criteria)
. The minimum magnitude value of a contour . The mean magnitude value of a contour.
The standard Man Hildreth algorithm finds a number of good edge but even more not so good ones.
This implementation works as following:
First: Calculate the gradient magnitude value and a second derivative in every pixel.
Second: Find the contours and their corresponding gradient magnitude values.
Third: Select which counter to keep and which to discard. The gradient magnitude and the second derivative is correct up to a constant. Then the image is filtered with a Gaussian filter. Instead of 2-D convolution, we applied equivalently two onedimensional filters along rows and column. For efficiency we calculate the Gaussian and first derivative simultaneously. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] 13] HOUGH TRANSFORM
The Hough transform is a technique which can be used to isolate features of a particular shape within an image. Because it requires that the desired features be specified in some parametric form, the classical Hough transform is most commonly used for the detection of regular curves such as lines, circles, ellipses, etc. A generalized Hough transform can be employed in applications where a simple analytic description of a feature is not possible. Due to the computational complexity of the generalized Hough algorithm, we restrict the main focus of this discussion to the classical Hough transform. Despite its domain restrictions, the classical Hough transform (hereafter referred to without the classical prefix) retains many applications, as most manufactured parts (and many anatomical parts investigated in medical imagery) contain feature boundaries which can be described by regular curves. The main advantage of the Hough transform technique is that it is tolerant of gaps in feature boundary descriptions and is relatively unaffected by image noise.
The idea of the Rough transform is to look in a parameter space what set of parameters would best fit the searched pattern in an image. We will here consider 2 simple cases, line and circle detection. A line is defined by 2 parameters, r and th for example if the line equation is x.cos(th)+y.sin(th)=r. th is then the angle between the line and the x axis while r is the distance from the line to the origin. The parameter space in this case is (r,th) while the 'real (image) space is (x,y). So what we want it as function from (x,y)->(r,th) that will give us the set (r,th) that best fit the equation of the line in the image.One way to do this would be to look for all pair of points in the image what are the value of (r,th) defining the line going from one point to another, add the votes for each (r,th) pair, and take the highest vote after all the pair of points have been considered. This method would require a huge computational power. The approach used in the Rough transform is to consider each interesting' point and look at the set of curves that could go through that point. Interesting means that a point has a much higher value than the background. So for each interesting point (x,y) one has the set of lines possibly going through this point defined as r=x.cos(th)+y.sin(th) (remember, we are now in (r,th) space while x and y are given, so we want to draw r as a function ofth). We sum all the votes (curves) r(th) for each pair of interesting (x,y), and at the endof the algorithm, the point in parameter space which has most votes is the set ofparameters that best defines the curve.
The same is true for circles. This model has three parameters: two parameters for the centre of the circle and one parameter for the radius of the circle. If the gradient angle for the edges is available, then this provides a constraint that reduces the number of degrees of freedom and hence the required size of the parameter space. The direction of the vector from the centre of the circle to each edge point is determined by the gradient angle, leaving the value of the radius as the only unknown parameter.
Then the Hough Transform algorithm for circle fitting can be described as follows. This implementations has also inherited some ofthe weaknesses from original algorithm, there are:
it is necessary to apply the Gaussian filter because the use of a second derivative filter is sensitive a noise . Some contours contain both good strong edges corresponding to interesting structure in the image and weaker parts that are caused by noise or other uninteresting weak structures, The contour is "leaking'. . One possible way : to move a mask with an appropriate shape and size along the image and look for correlation between the image and the mask.
Unfortunately, the specified mask often differs too much from the object's representation in the processed data, because of shape distortions, rotation and zoom, among other. 
